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Abstract. Microwave and RF plasmas are finding increasing use in materials 
processing, plasma chemistry, chemical analysis, and other fields. This is 
stimulating the search for suitable plasma sources. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAIn the 1970s, electromagnetic 
surface waves were put to use to sustain plasmas and an efficient microwave 
device, called a surfatron. was developed for this purpose. Recent work has shown 
that such discharges can also operate at radio frequencies. A large number of on 
surface-wave plasmas experimental data have been accumulated-their modelling 
is well advanced and they have found applications in various fields of research 
and technology. 

This paper reviews the physical principles of operation and the design of 
surface-wave plasma sources. Since the wave launcher is the central component 
of the source, this review presents a unified description of several compact, 
efficient. and easy to operate launchers specifically intended for plasma generation 
that have been developed over the past fifteen years. It is now possible to sustain 
such plasmas at frequencies ranging from 1 MHz to 10 GHz, in a pressure domain 
extending from 10-5Torr up to few times atmospheric pressure, and in a rich 
variety of plasma vessels and reaction chambers. 

1. Introduction 

During the last few decades, the use of microwave and zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
RF discharges, henceforth jointly referred to as high- 
frequency (HF) discharges, has greatly expanded. One 
reason is the continuous progress in the availability of 
RF and microwave power hardware, and the lowering 
of its cost. Also, researchers and engineers now realise 
that relative to the various DC discharges, HF 
discharges, in particular the microwave ones, are gen- 
erally less expensive, easier to handle, more efficient, 
and more reliable sources of particles and radiation for 
physical studies and technical applications (see e.g. 
Hollahan and Bell 1974, MacDonald and Tetenbaum 
1978). 

For decades HF discharges were, and still are, 
mostly maintained either between metal electrodes 
(located inside or outside the discharge vessel) or 
within coils and resonant cavities. Only recently has a 
qualitatively new way of producing HF plasmas been 
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proposed that removes some of the shortcomings of 
the already existing RF and microwave plasmas. This 
consists in using electromagnetic surface waves to sus- 
tain the discharge. The fact that a (non-ionizing) sur- 
face wave can propagate along the interface between 
a plasma column and its surrounding dielectric tube 
has been known since the 1960s (Trivelpiece and Gould 
1959, Trivelpiece 1967). (For reviews of this subject 
see Shivdrova and Zhelyazkov (1978) and Moisan et zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAal 
(1982a) on theory and experiment respectively.) In the 
1970s, the interest in such waves shifted to their use as 
a means of sustaining a plasma column. Tuma (1970) 
was probably the first to identify a surface-wave-pro- 
duced discharge clearly. Moisan et al (1974, 1975, 
1979a) developed the surfatron, which was the first 
simple, compact, and efficient surface-wave launcher 
for the generation of long plasma columns at micro- 
wave frequencies. The properties of the wave sus- 
taining such plasma columns were then investigated by 
Zakrzewski zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAet al (1977) who measured its dispersion 
and attenuation characteristics. 

Recent progress with surface-wave launchers 
extends the use of surface-wave discharges (SWDS) from 
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the microwave to the RF range (Moisan and Zakrzewski 
1987), the operating frequency band now running from 
less than one MHz up to 10GHz. The fact that the 
same field configuration can be used to produce 
plasmas in this broad frequency range is a unique fea- 
ture of surface-wave plasmas that has proved useful in 
the investigation of the frequency optimization of HF 
plasma processes (Moisan zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAet zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAal 1991). It must also be 
pointed out that there exist large numbers of exper- 
imental data on these plasmas, and their modelling 
is well advanced. This provides a rather unified and 
complete picture of their properties. Moreover, such 
an insight has led to a better understanding of the 
physical processes of electrodeless HF discharges in 
general and to a corresponding simplified general 
model (Moisan and Zakrzewski 1986). 

Many reviews of the properties and applications of 
surface-wave produced plasmas can be found (Marec 
et al1982, Moisan et zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAal 1982b, Moisan and Zakrzewski 
1986, Chaker et a/ 1986). These plasmas are charac- 
terized by an unusual flexibility in operating conditions. 
For example, depending on the tube radius, they have 
been produced at gas pressures as low as some 

Torr up to a few times atmospheric pressure. It is 
noteworthy that discharge tubes with diameters ranging 
from 0.5 mm to 150 mm have been used (larger dia- 
meter vessels are less common, and thus more costly). 
The surface wave can be excited by a very compact 
wave iauncher which needs zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA:o surxilnd only a siiiall 
portion of the discharge vessel, the HF power being 
carried to the rest of the column by the propagating 
wave. The plasmas obtained are stable, they are repro- 
ducible because monomode wave propagation can be 
achieved, and they are quiescent, the level of the elec- 
tron density fluctuations being zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAlow. The properties of 
the swn depend only on the amount of power absorbed 
per unit length of the plasma and on the discharge 
conditionst, namely the composition and the pressure 
of the gas, the dimensions of the discharge tube and 
the wall material, the wave mode and the frequency. 
Note that these properties are independent of the type 
of wave launcher nsed. 

The SWD has found many applications, some of 
which are well documented: materials processing (Lon- 
car et al 1980, Paquin et a[ 1985, Paraszczak et a1 1985, 
Claude et zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAa1 1987, Saw& er al 1988), ion sources (Henry 
er al 1983, Pomathiod et ai 1988), lasers (Bertrand et 

al 1978, 1979, Waynant et a1 1985, Bollen et a( 1985, 
Moutoulas et a1 1985); elemental analysis (Hubert er al 
1979, Moisan et al 1979b, Hanai et al 1981, Abdallah 
et al 1982, Chevrier et a1 1982, Hubert et al 1986, 
Deruaz and Mermet 1986, Selby and Hieftje 1987, 
Selby et al 1987, Rivikre et zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAai 1987, Galante et al 1988, 
Besner eta1 1988) and lighting (Beauchemin et al1986, 
Beneking and Anderer 1987, Levy 1990, Margot et a/ 
1991). 

Although the specific design of the wave launcher 
does not affect the plasma parameters, the launcher 

t We draw the reader's attention to this definition of discharge 
conditions that shall be used throughout the review. 
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plays an essential part in the plasma source set-up: it 
determines the efficiency of the power transfer from 
the power generator to the plasma and, to some extent, 
it imposes the wave propagation mode. For simplicity, 
we refer only to low-pressure surface-wave plasmas. 
However, all the wave launchers described here can 
efficiently produce discharges up to pressures 
exceeding one atmosphere. This is the case, for 
example, in most of the elemental analysis applications 
quoted above. The differences are in the plasma 
properties and in the methods of plasma modelling, 
and not in the launcher design or in the operational 
procedures (Moisan et al 1990, Nowakowska et al 
1990). 

This review is organised as follows. Section 2 con- 
tains a short review of the principal physical processes 
in a low gas pressure swn, with the corresponding 
modelling. In section 3, we concentrate on specific 
aspects of the launching and propagation of a surface 
wave that sustains a discharge. Section 4 is devoted to 
the description of a family of launchers whose indi- 
vidual frequency domain can be summed up to gen- 
erate a plasma efficiently over the full range of 
frequencies mentioned. Section 5 examines the various 
components that, together with the wave launcher, 
form a SWD plasma source. 

2. The physics and modelling of low-pressure 
surface-wave sustained plasmas 

2.1. Power balance in a steady-state travelling-wave 
discharge 

Discharges sustained by surface waves belong to the 
general category of travelling wave discharges (TWDS) 

(see e.g. Moisan and Zakrzewski 1986). Because of 
their specific mechanism of energy transfer from the 
electromagnetic field to the plasma, these discharges 
exhibit features that set them apart from conventional 
discharges sustained within HF circuits. Therefore, 
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chers, we start with a short summary of the basic 
aspects of Twns. 

Consider a HF discharge sustained in a cylindrical, 
dielectric vessel by the field of an electromagnetic wave 
propagating along it. The length of the actiue zone 
of the discharge, i.e. the region where the HF power 
transfers to the plasma, is large compared with its dia- 
meter. The wave is launched at axial position z = 0 
(figure 1) and propagates in the z direction. The power 
flux of the wave decreases with increasing z as power 
is gradually expended in sustaining the discharge. The 
column ends at z = I ,  where the wave power drops 
below the level necessary to sustain the plasma. 
Because the power dissipated per unit length of the 
plasma column varies along the axis of the vessel, so 
do some of the parameters of the plasma. As an 
example, we have sketched in figure 1 the axial dis- 
tribution of the cross section average electron density. 
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Figure 1. The plasma column, the cylindrical coordinates 
adopted, and the axial distribution of the cross section 
average electron density. The axial position zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAz = I where the 
electron density suddenly collapses is called the end of the 
plasma column; the corresponding electmn density is n,. 

To establish the conditions zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAof existence of a steady- 
state TWD, we now turn to the analysis of its power 
balance. For simplicity, assume as a first approxi- 
mation, that the influence of any axial gradient, as far 
as the discharge processes and the wave propagation 
are concerned, is negligible. This means that there is 
no net exchange of power between consecutive elemen- 
tary sections along the plasma column, and the power 
balance may thus be considered separately for each 
section. Furthermore. the analysis of a given TWD seg- 
ment zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAz ,  z + Az is the same as that for a uniform dis- 
charge, this assumption being usually referred to as the 
local uniformity approximation. 

The amount of power entering the plasma, and thus 
diverted from the main power Aux P(z)  of the wave 
travelling along the discharge over the distance z, 
z + dz,  can be expressed by defining the wave attenu- 
ation coefficient 

1 1 d P ( z )  
2P(r )  d r  

a(2) = - 

The power per unit length of the discharge channelled 
out of the main power flux zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAP ( z )  over the distance z, 
z + d z  is then 

With TWDS, we assume that the power extracted 
from the wave between the planes z and z + Az is 
transferred to the plasma within the corresponding 
elementary segment z, z + Az of the plasma column, 
as illustrated in figure 2. The power loss in the plasma 

can be expressed as Joule heating and we havet, under 
steady-state conditions 

2n(n)P(z)Az = 2nj o(n)E2(r)rdrAr. (3) 

where n is the electron density, a is the inner radius of 
the tube, o(n) denotes the corresponding plasma elec- 
tric conductivity, and E(r)  is the average total electric 
field strength of the wave, expressed as a function of 
the radial position r.  Under given discharge conditions 
and to a first approximation (section 2 .2 .2 ) ,  the attenu- 
ation coefficient depends only on the cross sectional 
average electron density f i . This density varies with z. 
We shall refer to zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAa(??) as the attenuation characteristic 
of the wave. 

When the field frequency exceeds a few MHz, prac- 
tically all the power absorbed by the plasma is inter- 
cepted by the electrons. The power per unit length lost 
by the electrons through collisions of all kinds, and 
gained by heavy particles, is 

0 

L(ri)Az = na2iiOAr (4) 

where 9 is the power lost per electron. Ultimately, 
this power reaches the environment through optical 
radiation, particle-wall interactions, etc. When the 
electron energy distribution function (EEDF) is inde- 
pendent of the electron density$ and provided that 
there is no step-wise excitation or ionization, 9 is also 
density independent. As a consequence, 0 (and thus 
I?(z)) is constant along the plasma column, except at 
the very end (Ferreira 1983, 1986, Moisan and 
Zakrzewski 1986, Ferreira and Moisan 1988). 

Under steady-state conditions, the power balance 
relation in a TWD leads to A(n) = L(rT), i.e. 

2n(fi)P(z) = n2n0. ( 5 )  

This condition must be fulfilled locally at any axial 
position along the discharge. Note that, in a steady- 
state discharge, 0 is the power required to maintain an 
ion-electron pair in the plasma. 

We now calculate the axial distribution of the elec- 
tron density and of the wave power, assuming that a(ri) 
is known. Taking the logarithmic derivative of both 
sides of equation (5) and recalling that 9 is a constant 
with respect to n and z, it follows that (Glaude et al 
1980) 

1 dn(z) 
i ( z )  d z  

This equation gives the axial distribution f i ( z )  of the 
average electron density over a cross section. The 

Equalion ( 3 )  assumes that the electric field strength E does not 
vary with the azimuthal angle m (only true with the m = zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA0 mode 
wave, see section 2.2. I )  and that (I is a scalar (no externally 
applied magnetic field). 
$ This implies a diffusiun-controlled discharge and rules out 
volume recombination 01 the charged particles as the main loss 
mechanism, as considered, for example, by Zhelyarkov e1 al 
(19%). It also assumes electron-neutron or electron-electron 
collisions to be dominating, excluding the transition between these 
two collisional regimes. 
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Figure 2. The power flow within an elementaty axial segment of a plasma 
column sustained by a travelling wave. 

boundary condition i i(0) = ii, for this differential 
epuation zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAis set b-; the power P@\ = P, at the Ianccher 
e.& that is delivered to the whole plasma column, the 
value of zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAii, following from equation (9, as 

2a(Z,)Po = naznoo. (7) 

As for the axial distribution of the wave power, it is 
obtained from equations (5) and (7) as 

where a, = a(&). 
The power balance condition (5) is necessary, but 

not sufficient, for a steady-state discharge to exist. 
Indeed, not only does the power lost by the electrons 
have to be coinpensated by the power transferred to 
the plasma by the electromagnetic field, but this power 
equilibrium has to be stable. This problem is usually 
connected with the fact that, for given values of P(z )  
and 8, equation (5) may have more than one solution 
for ii. Some of these solutions, and sometimes all of 
them, may be unstable at a given axial position z.  

To illustrate this stability problem we shall consider 
a specific? function .(ti), though the reasoning is gen- 
eral. Figure 3 shows a sketch of both power densities 

t The behaviour of the attenuation coefficient a(i) considered 
here corresponds to that of the forward wave domain of 
propagation in a low-collision cold plasma (Shivarova and 
Zhelyazkov 1978). The backward wave often gives rise to an n(4  
curve going through a minimum rather than a maximum as a 
function of i. Except possibly for a very limited electron density 
range, the backward wave generally leads to an unstable W D .  In 
section 2.2, we discuss only forward wave propagation and only 
the part that provides a stable SWD. 
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ELECTRON DENSITY 

Figure 3. Stable ( 0 )  and unstable (0) local balance of 
power (equation 151) in  a low-collision steady-state 
travelling-wave discharge. A(&) denotes the power per 
unit length of the discharge that can be channelled out 
of the main power flux P(z) at the position zk 
depending on the value of f i  at that position. The 
function L(f i)  represents the power lost by the electrons 
through collisions of all kinds. No discharge exists 
beyond z3, where z3 z z2 > zl, because the power flux 
P(z) has dropped to too low a value. 

A and zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAL against ri. Under given discharge conditions 
the power-loss curve is a straight line. The various 
absorbed power curves A(ii) = 2a(i i)P(z) shown in the 
figure differ only by the multiplying factor P ( z ) ,  the 
power flow at a distance z from the launcher. We now 
consider what happens at z = z,, where the power flow 
is P(z, ) ,  The possible electron density values there are 
given by the intersection of curves A(zJ and L(ri). 



Surface-wave plasma sources 

TWO values of density are obtained in the present 
example hut only those marked by open circles are 
stable, as we shall now see. 

The discharge is stable if any random fluctuation of 
the electron density triggers a sequence of events that 
leads to the restoration of the original density. Con- 
sider for example a discharge in which a random 
decrease zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAAn of the electron density occurs. This causes 
the values of zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAA and zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAL to change, and therefore destroys 
the existing balance of power. This balance is restored 
only provided the decrease in the initial electron den- 
sity from nl to n,  zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA- An corresponds to an absorbed 
power A ( n ,  - An, zl) that exceeds the electron col- 
lisions power loss L ( n ,  - An), thus enhancing the cre- 
ation of electrons. The opposite behaviour is required 
when the initial change is an increase of density. There- 
fore, in a stable steady-state discharge, 

, 

dA(ri) dL(ri) zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
pi- 

dri d i  (9) 

This requirement is met at the crossing points marked 
by circles in figure 3 .  On the other hand, one may 
check that a random decrease in density initiated at a 
point (marked by a square) leads to the extinction of 
the discharge, while a random increase from that same 
point results in a steady growth of the electron density 
until it reaches one of the values marked by a circle, 
corresponding to a stable balance of power. Figure 3 
shows that if zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAP(z)  decreases, the value of the ‘stable’ 
density zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAri decreases. Also, if P(r) drops below a certain 
minimum value, there is no solution at all. A condition 
similar to equation (9) was formulated earlier by Taillet 
(1969) and Leprince et al (1971) for resonantly sus- 
tained plasmas. 

Substituting equations (4) and (5) into the above 
inequality, one obtains the condition for a stable power 
balance in a TWD explicitly in termS of ~ ( r i ) ,  IIameIy 

This criterion was first formulated by Zakrzewski 
(1983). It determines, through the allowed dependence zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
a($), the type of travelling wave that can be used to 
sustain a TWD as well as the range of electron density, 
and thus that of the wave power, over which a steady- 
state discharge can occur. Applying the stability cri- 
terion (10) to equation (6) yields the further condition 
dn/dz < 0, where z is measured from the launcher 
exit. 

It thus follows that the wave attenuation charac- 
teristic a(%) not only defines the axial distribution of 
the plasma parameters in the TWD, hut also determines 
whether or not a steady-state discharge can exist. 

2.2. Azimuthally symmetric surface waves along a 
uniform plasma column: theoretical summary of their 
properties 

2.2.1. Surface-wave modes. A hounded plasma may 
support electromagnetic surface waves. These waves 

are guided along the boundary surface, where their 
energy flux is concentrated. As a rule, the plasma is 
contained withid a cylindrical dielectric tube, which is 
sometimes placed coaxially within a metal enclosure. 
However, the metal-free configuration is the one most 
often used. 

The modes of propagation of surface waves along 
a cylindrical medium are characterized by the factor 
exp( jmp) affecting the f ie ld  intensity components, 
where m is an integer, j = v-1, and p is the azimuthal 
angle. The lowest order mode m = 0, for which the 
field is independent of q ,  is the most commonly used; 
we therefore limit ourselves to that mode. 

The results presented here also apply to an axially 
non-uniform plasma column, provided that the axial 
variation of the electron density is slow enough for the 
wave to see a locally uniform medium, which requires 

where zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA0 is the phase coefficient, or axial wavenumber, 
of the surface wave. 

2.2.2. Phase and attenuation characteristics of the 
m = 0 surface wave. It follows from the conclusion of 
section 2.1 that the main aspect of wave propagation 
to sustain a TWD is the attenuation characteristic a( i )  
of the wave. This function is easily obtained experi- 
mentally (Zakrzewski et al 1977, Glaude et al 1980, 
Moisan et al 1982b). It can also be calculated and 
different methods can he used (Glaude et al 1980, 
Zhelyazkov er al1986, Granier er al 1987, Zhelyazkov 
and Benova 1989). 

Our calculations of a(ii) and P(E) are valid what- 
ever the value of the ratio of collision frequency to 
wave frequency, the dispersion relation being solved 
using complex algebra (Glaude et a1 1980). Aside from 
the local axial uniformity approximation, it is also 
assumed that the radial distribution of electron density 
only reflects on p and ol through the value of the cross 
sectional average density ii. Theory shows that this 
latter assumption is fully justified, provided that pa < 1 
(Trivelpiece 1967, Ferreira 1986). This has been veri- 
fied experimentally (e.g. Moisan el al 1982b). 

Defining the complex axial wavenumber h = 
p + zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAjol, the axial component of the electric field 
strength for the m = 0 surface-wave mode in a cyl- 
indrical configuration, in the kth medium of relative 
permittivity E,,, is 

E , ~  = A , J , [ ( ~ ; E ,  - h*)’ /*r]  

+ B , H ~ ) [ ( P ~ E ~  - h2)1/2r] (12) 

where Ju and I f f )  are the zeroth-order Bessel and 
Hankel functions of the first kind respectively, Ak and 
Ex are constants to be determined from field continuity 
conditions at the boundary, and Po = 2n/A0, where zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAA,, 
is the wavelength in free space. Note that the field 
components are complex functions of complex argu- 
ments. The sign of the square roots is chosen to make 
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the imaginary part of the argument positive. This 
restriction is necessary to obtain a zero field value from zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
H t '  when r tends to infinity. Additional conditions on 
the constants A ,  and B, are imposed by the fact that 
the electric field intensity must remain finite at r zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA= 0 
and must go to zero for r tending to infinity, as already 
mentioned; in the case of a plasma tube surrounded 
by air, this corresponds to B,  = zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA0 in the plasma and 
A,  = 0 outside it, respectively. The remaining field 
components E,k and H,! are directly related to zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAE,, by 
the usual electromagnetic field relations. There are no 
other field components since the m = 0 surface wave 
is a TM wave. 

The continuity requirement for the field com- 
ponents E,, and H,,  at the various interfaces provides 
a set of linear equations that has a non-trivial solution 
only if their characteristic determinant D is zero. The 
condition D(w/w,,, veff, a ;  (Y + jp) = 0 for fixed zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAw 
(wave angular frequency), ueff (effective electron- 
neutral collision frequency for momentum transfer 
(Heald and Wharton 1965)) and a (plasma radius), and 
for wpe varying?, yields zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAb + zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAja. That is, it yields two 
relations: firstly w/wpc against b, called the phase 
characteristic (we use this term in the case of fixed w ,  
in contrast to the usual dispersion characteristic for 
which w varies and wpc is fixed), and secondly w/w, 
against a, the attenuation characteristic. Henceforth, 
we shall refer to the functional dependences b(*) and 

teristic of the wave respectively. These results are valid 
whatever the value of the plasma parameters and, in 
particular, whatever the value of LY compared with p. 

Figure 4 shows an example of the calculated phase 
characteristic for the azimuthally symmetric surface 
wave. At low gas pressures, i.e. under conditions such 
that v : ~ ,  w z ,  the shape of the phase characteristic is 
practically independent of the value of vCff (Trivelpiece 
1959). Figure 5 shows the attenuation characteristic of 
the wave under the same conditions as in figure 4. Still 
at low gas pressures, a satisfactory analytical approxi- 
mation for a(n) is (Zakrzewski and Moisan 1986) 

_l.., N(G\ rlc the ...- n h x o  r..-"l rhirirtrridir .._I..--..-..--..-.. 2nd attennitinn rhnrw-  

('3) 

where nD is the electron density$ corresponding to the 
surface-wave resonance (P-m); B ( w , a )  has to be 
determined by fitting equation (13) to the attenuation 
characteristic computed for a given w and a. The effec- 
tive electron collision frequency perf depends on the 
nature of the gas and, to some extent, is proportional 

t The electron plasma (angular) frequency wp = (ne'/E,,m.)'" 
depends only on the value of the electron density n (e and m. are 
the electron charge and mass respectively; E" denotes the 
permittivity of free space). A complementary relation, namely w = 
w w ,  defines the so-called critical electron density n, as given by 
w = (n,2/Enmr)' / ' .  Note that w'/w', = n/n,. 
i In the cold plasma approximation and for ".,;e w ,  nD = 
11 + ~. ln . .  whcre E. is thc relative oermittivitv of the tube wall and zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

'3 . g . 3  t / 
0 12% = 2.45 GHz 

a = 5 m m  

. I  b-6" 

3 '2 1 
I , Eg'4, 1 0 

0 .5 1 I .5 2 2.5 

Pa 

Figure 4. Calculated phase characteristic for the m = 0 
mode surface wave (forward wave domain, nene U). f i  is 
the surface-wave wavenumber along z, a is the plasma 
radius, b is the discharge tube outer radius, U and wpa are 
the wave and electron plasma angular frequency 
respectively, and E~ is the tube relative permittivity. 

I 
NUMERICAL CALC. 

...... ANALYIICAL APPROX. 

I \ I 

b=6mm 

II E = 4  
10-11 

I O '  1 IO 16, 10.1 

(ii - n,) / nc 

Figure 5. Calcu!ated Ittnnuztion charac!eris!ic for the 
m = 0 mode surface wave (forward wave domain, veri< (U) 

and its analytical approximation by equation (13) with 
B(w, a) = 3.7 x 10-8cm-4s. The wave attenuation 
coefficient ~ ( n )  is a function of the cross sectional average 
electron density, yen is the effective electron-neutral 
collision frequency for momentum transfer, n. is the critical 
electron density (0 = wPJ. and no is the density at the end 
of the column. Conditions for the  wave propagation are the 
same as in figure 4. 

to its pressure. Note that equation (13) implies that 
6 > n, (and so no) defines the end of the plasma 
column. The above analytical expression displays in an 
exolicit wav the influence of the discharge conditions 

~ ~, .. 
n, is the critical dekity (see preceding footnote). For values of the 
electron density that are too close to n D ,  approximation (13) is no 

and parameters on the attenuation coefficient. 
~ 

longer valid. It can however be shown that in fact n(,i) reaches its 
maximum value at approximately that density. 

In particular, it shows that .(E) increases with decreas- 
ing electron density. 
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0 1 ' .  zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAI ,  I I I ,  I ,  I 
0 2 4 6 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA8 10 

ELECTRON DENSITY (1012 cm") 

Figure 6. Calculated characteristic impedance zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAR, of the 
plasma column as a function of electron density, as seen 
by the zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAm = 0 mode surface wave at 2450 MHz in a fused 
Silica ( E ~  = 3.78) discharge tube of 10 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAmm IO and 12 mm 
OD. 

2.2.3. Characteristic impedance of the plasma column 
for the m = O  surface wave. Another parameter of 
interest for surface-wave propagation is the charac- 
teristic impedance zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAR, presented by the plasma column 
to the wave. As we shall show in section 3, this imped- 
ance is instrumental in the description of the energy 
transfer process from the wave launcher to the excited 
wave. The characteristic impedance R ,  can be defined 
as 

R, = U 2 / 2 P  (14) 

with 

U = zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA1"- E,(r) d r  (15) 

where E,(r) is the radial component of the wave's elec- 
tric field strength and zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAP is the total (i.e. including all 
media) power flux of the wave at z. In the case of a 
weakly attenuated wave the characteristic impedance 
can be taken to be real. Recall that the characteristic 
impedance for any wave other than transverse electric 
and magnetic zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA(TEM) waves cannot be uniquely defined. 
We have chosen the definition (14) and (15) because 
it yields a value of R, that can be used in our equivalent 
circuit representation of the wave launchers, to account 
for the power carried away by the wave. Figure 6 shows 
a typical example of the dependence of R, on Z. Note 
that, for electron density values exceeding a few times 
the resonance density no, the plasma impedance seen 
by the wave is nearly independent of ri. This stability 
of the impedance under possibly varying discharge con- 
ditions may be important for certain applications, such 
as analytical chemistry, as it means that the impedance 
matching of the plasma source with the HF generator 
then remains unaffected. 

2.3. Charged particle balance and the power loss per 
electron in a low-pressure steady-state discharge 

2.3.1. Charged particle balance. This section concerns 
discharges sustained in a pressure range including, on 
the high-pressure side, the ambipolar diffusion regime 
and, on the low-pressure side, the free-fall regime. It 
summarizes the theoretical work on the charged par- 
ticle balance and the power loss per electron 0 in HF 

discharges (for an extensive review see Ferreira and 
Moisan 1988). 

Let us start with the charged particle balance. Self 
and Ewald (1966) proposed a two-moment theory that 
covers both the ambipolar diffusion regime and the 
free-fall regime, as well as the transition between these 
two regimes. Later, Ingold (1978) showed that a good 
approximation to the exact theory of Self and Ewald 
could be obtained by solving a diffusion-type continuity 
equation. For cylindrical geometry, the radial profile 
of the electron density, as calculated with Ingolds 
approximation, is given by 

n(r) = n.ddr/&) (16) 

where nA is the density at the tube axis, and A, is an 
effective diffusion length defined by 

A;' = (1 + 2(vi)/v3(vi)/D,. (17) 

In the above, vi is the collision frequency for ionization 
by electron impact, uin is the average collision fre- 
quency of ions with neutrals, and D, is the ambipolar 
diffusion coefficient. The brackets ( ) denote averaging 
over the electron energy distribution function. 

The Ingold formulation also yields the indicia1 
relation 

which, together with equation (16), gives the radial 
distribution of the electron density. Combined with 
equation (17) it leads to the average value of the elec- 
tron energy. With the latter value at hand one can 
address the question of the power loss per electron. 

2.3.2. The power loss per electron. The energy lost by 
an average electron in collisions of all kinds is given 
approximately by 

0 = ( 2 m , / M ) ( u , ~ )  + (u j )eVj  + (v i )eVi  (19) 

where M is the atomic or molecular mass, uc is the 
microscopic electron-neutral collision frequency for 
momentum transfer, vi is the collision frequency for 
the excitation of atoms or molecules to energy level j 
by electron impact (Ferreira and Loureiro 1984), and 
E = m,w2/2 is the electron kinetic energy. The quan- 
tities eVi and eVj are the threshold energy values for 
ionization and excitation by electron impact respect- 
ively. Recall that we assume operating conditions such 
that 0 is density independent (see footnote after 
equation ( 5 ) ) .  

i 
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io0 75 50 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA15 0 

AXIAL POSInON. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA,i. z(cm) 

Figure 7. Experimental (full curve) and theoretical (broken 
curve) axial dependence of the wave power flux and 
electron density in a surface-wave discharge of length zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAI at 
700 MHz and 20 mTorr of argon, in a Pyrex ( E ~  = 4.5) 
discharge tube with 22.2 mm ID and 27.4 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAmm 00. The 
electron density is normalized to the surface-wave 
resonance density n, = 3.4 x t 0’0cm-3, whereas the wave 
power flux P(z) is normalized to its value Po at the 
launcher gap. 

3. General conditions for the launching and the 

propagation of a surface wave sustaining a 
discharge zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
3.1. Some characteristics of SWDS 

3.1.1. Spatial distribution of the electron density. There 
is an essential difference between the situation in which 
the surface wave propagates along a plasma column 
created by some other means (for example, the positive 
column of a DC discharge) and the situation in which 
the wave itself sustains the plasma. This difference 
follows from the fact that. in the latter case, the dis- 
charge depends on the wave and conversely. Under 
steady-state conditions, the plasma parameters at any 
position along the TWD are set self-consistently as a 
result of locally balancing the power lost by the elec- 
trons against the power acquired from the wave field. 
The outcome is the axial distribution of the electron 
density given by equation (6). Recall that on applying 
the stability criterion (10) to equation (6), one obtains 
that dn(r)/dz < 0. Therefore, axial non-uniformity of 
the plasma is an intrinsic feature of discharges sus- 
tained with surface waves in a travelling mode. This is 
illustrated in figure 7 ,  which shows a typical example 
of the axial distribution of wave power and electron 
density in a SWD. The full curves show the experimental 
results (for details on the experimental set-up and pro- 
cedure see Zakrzewski et al (1977)). The broken curves 
are best fits computed from equations (6) and (8), 
together with the analytical approximation (13) for the 
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wave attenuation characteristic. There is only one fit- 
ting parameter for both curves, namely the effective 
collision frequency vefP zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

The calculated axial distribution of the average 
electron density could be readily merged with the radial 
profile of electron density from equation (16) to yield 
the full spatial distribution n(r ,  z )  of the electron den- 
sity in the plasma column. 

3.1.2. Minimum input power to sustain a discharge. 
The plasma column sustained by a surface wave ends 
when the wave power Hux P(r) drops below a given 
level that depends on the discharge conditions. There- 
fore, to sustain a SWD, the power Hux Po leaving the 
launcher must exceed some threshold value such that 

min[P,] = lim p( r )  
2-1 

where I is the axial position of the end of the column. 
This means that the plasma column is then extremely 
short and that its electron density is the lowest for given 
discharge conditions. This minimum electron density 
varies in general with the wave dispersion and attenu- 
ation, both of which depend on the discharge 
conditions. As an approximate value for this density, 
we use no as defined in section 2.2.2 for uCff< W .  

To estimate the minimum wave power corre- 
sponding to the density nD, we return to equation ( 5 )  
for the power baiance in the swu. Then 

min[P,] = na2fhD/2n(n,). (21) 

Note that this relation requires the exact functional 
dependence or(ri), as calculated from section 2.2.2 and 
not the approximate relation (13) which diverges at 
11 = no. 

Aside from approximating the column density at 
the end by no (see the footnote to equation (13)), 
there is at least one additional factor that makes 
equation (21) an approximation that must be met with 
some safety margin. That is because equation (5) 
assumes that all the energy acquired by the electrons 
at any axiai position is lost radiaiiy at that same 
position, while for a very short plasma column, as is 
the case here, there is a significant increase in the 
value of zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAB caused by the axial loss of charged particles 
through the extremities of the column. 

3.1.3. The fundamental functions of a surface-wave 
plasma source. So far we have concentrated on the 
various physical processes that determine the ability 
of the surface wave to establish its own waveguiding 
structure. We now turn to the functions that must per- 
form any practical set-up for generating efficiently a 
surface-wave plasma. Figure 8 shows the corresponding 
essential parts of such a set-up. In this section, we first 
review briefly the wave launcher functions and then 
consider them in more detail in sections 3.2 to 3.4. 

The field applicator provides the appropriate elec- 
tromagnetic field distribution in the wave excitation 
region in order to launch a surface wave in a given 
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Figure 8. Surface-wave plasma source (a) and power flow 
within it zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA(b). PI, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAPR, Ps and PA denote respectively the 
power incident in the feed line, that reflected at the 
launcher input, the  radiated power, and the power 
absorbed in the plasma. P(z) is the axial power flux of the 
surface wave, decreasing from Po at the launcher to almost 
zero at the end of the column. 

mode, while the impedance matching network opti- 
mizes the power transfer to the plasma. These two 
components perform the fundamental functions associ- 
ated with the launching. We shall call the pair the wave 
launcher (as we shall see, these two parts of a wave 
launcher cannot always be physically separated). The 
ideal launcher should accept all of the power coming 
from the feed line, and fully convert it into surface- 
wave power flux. 

3.2. Launching the surface wave zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
3.2.1. The initial stage of a surface-wave discharge. 
Though the present work is dedicated to steady-state 
discharges, let us nevertheless consider briefly the 
initial phase of the discharge. Obviously, when there 
is no plasma, the surface wave cannot propagate. 
Therefore, more complex physical processes than those 
considered so far are involved during this initial stage. 

A qualitative picture of the temporal evolution of 
the surface wave, starting with the initial breakdown 
and up to the establishment of a fully developed steady- 
state discharge, is as follows. The initial breakdown 
takes place in the discharge tube close to the launcher 
gap. It occurs either spontaneously, when the intensity 
of the field extending from the launcher is large 
enough, or it can be triggered by the field of an auxili- 
ary source, e.g. a Tesla coil. Due to the field gradients 
within the gap region of the exciter, the electrons are 
driven along the tube axis by the ponderomotive force 
(Bloyet er a1 1981). Once the electron density Z in the 
launching area exceeds zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAno, the surface wave propa- 
gates until it is reflected back at the axial position 
where ii nD. This creates a large axial gradient of 
electric field at the reflection point, and electrons are 

ejected forward forming an ionization front that pro- 
duces an additional segment of plasma column. This 
process allows the electromagnetic field to gradually 
extend away from the launcher, the ionization front 
moving along with the wave field. The discharge build- 
up goes on until the plasma column is fully developed. 
The total column length reached in this way depends 
on the amount of power delivered to the launcher. 

For a detailed analysis of the initial stage of surface- 
wave sustained discharges, and for data concerning 
their operation under a pulsed regime, see Bloyet zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAef a1 
(1981), Llamas zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAet al (1985) and Gamero et a1 (1985, 
1988). 

3.2.2. Setting a given mode of wave propagation. In 
plasma physics, the problem of launching surface waves 
was first encountered in experiments on the propa- 
gation of non-ionizing (i.e. small amplitude) elec- 
tromagnetic waves (see, for example, reviews by 
Shivarova and Zhelyazkov 1978 and by Moisan er al 
1982a). 

In the case of non-ionizing waves, the wave mode 
(section 2.2.1) appears to be fully determined by the 
field distribution imposed by the field applicator. 
However, this does not apply to surface waves sus- 
taining a discharge. This problem was studied in detail 
by Margot-Chaker et al (1989) for the m = 0 and m = 
1 modes, and we shall now summarize some of their 
findings. (i) The m = 1 mode wave can be launched to 
sustain a plasma column only provided that the product 
of the wave frequency w/2n  = f and tube radius a 
exceeds some critical value, namely 2 GHz cm. (ii) The 
m = 0 mode wave can propagate and sustain the 
plasma whatever the value of fa, but it is difficult to 
launch this wave when fa > 2 GHz cm. This creates 
difficulties when striving to sustain plasmas in large 
diameter tubes using the m = 0 wave. Discharge tubes 
with a tapered transition section can then be used (sec- 
tion 5 ) ,  with the wave being launched over the small 
diameter section of the vessel. With enough power at 
the launcher, the wave extends into the large-diameter 
section to sustain the plasma. 

3.3. The efficiency of power transfer from the HF 

generator to the plasma in surface-wave discharges 

When a plasma is generated with surface waves, in 
contrast to non-ionizing wave propagation experi- 
ments, rather high power levels may be involved. The 
efficiency of the plasma source is then an important 
parameter. The plasma volume or the plasma density 
increases with it, whereas the occurrence of power 
losses in parts of the set-up other than the plasma 
column can damage components. We define the 
efficiency as the fraction of the power delivered by the 
HF generator at the source input that is absorbed into 
the plasma. 

In a surface-wave plasma source, there are three 
possible loss mechanisms: reflections at the feed line- 
source interfaces, losses in the dielectric and metallic 
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elements of the plasma source, and radiation of non- 
guided waves into the surrounding space. By careful 
design of the wave launcher the first two types of zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAloss 
(i.e. those occurring within the field applicator and in 
the impedance matching network) can he kept small 
compared with the power absorbed into the plasma. 
We disregard them here hut regular checks should he 
made when operating a plasma source. 

To quantitatively analyse the power transfer 
process, we use the concepts of coupling and launching 
efficiency developed in connection with terrestrial sur- 
face waves (Barlow and Brown 1962). Refer to the 
power flow graph in figure zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA8(b) where zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAP,, PR, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAPA and 
Ps denote, respectively, the incident and reflected wave 
power flux in the feed line, the power absorbed into 
the plasma and the power lost due to radiation (non- 
guided wave). 

The coupling efficiency depends only on the wave 
reflection at the feed line-launcher interface and thus 

V C  zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA= zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA(PI - &)/PI. (22) 

The launching efficiency is the fraction of the total 
power leaving the launcher that is converted into sur- 
face-wave power flux. This power is considered to he 
fully? used to sustain the plasma column. Thus, the 
launching efficiency is 

TIL PA/(PA + Ps) = P A / ( P I  - PR). (23) 

The remaining part of the power that leaves the 
launcher Ps radiates into space in the form of an unde- 
sired non-guidcd wavc. It is fortunatcly possiblc, as a 
rule, to keep this radiation at a very low level by a 
proper design of the launcher and by adequate oper- 
ating conditions. 

The overall efficiency of the surface-wave plasma 
source is then 

= VCVL = (24) 

In most practical instances, the amount of power radi- 
ated into space is negligible compared with that trans- 
ferred to the discharge. Then, the coupling efficiency 
between the feed line and the wave launcher is the 
single factor determining the overall efficiency of the 
surface-wave plasma source and 

V = zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA( P I  - PR)/PI. (25)  

This efficiency can he measured directly in the power 
feeding line using, for example, standard reflectometer 
techniques (Hubert et al 1986). zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
3.4. Impedance matching in surface-wave plasma 
sources 

3.4.1. The equivalent circuit representation. In the 
equivalent circuit of the plasma source, the com- 
ponents are directly related to electromagnetic energy 

t This is generally true with the m = 0 mode but not with higher 
modes. For example, a significant part of the power flux remains 
past the column end with the m = 1 mode when the product fa is 
not much larger than 2GHzcm (Margot-Chaker et a1 1989). 

Figure 9. Elements forming the field-shaping structure for 
exciting m = 0 mode surface waves. This wave-launching 
gap consists of a cylindrical metallic tube surrounding the 
discharge tube (or a dielectric material link to the discharge 
tube) and, perpendicular to it, a thin metallic plate. With a 
tight-fining metallic sleeve around the dielectric tube, the 
propagation of the wave excited at the gap towards the 
metallic sleeve is nearly choked. This usually gives rise to 
a longer plasma column on the other side of the gap, 
where the discharge tube is surrounded by air. The arrows 
show electric field lines. 

storage or dissipation processes. This yields the HF 
characteristics of the plasma source by circuit analysis 
rather than by solving the electromagnetic field 
equations. Looked at from the side of the feed line, 
the plasma source constitutes a lossy termination. 

Optimizing the power transfer from the feed line 
to the plasma source basically means, according to 
equation (25). that as little as possible of the wave 
power should be reflected at the launcher input. In the 
present case, this can be accomplished by using, ahead 
of thc field applicator (figurc 8 ) ,  a nctwork that can 
consist either of intrinsic tuning means, i.e. incor- 
porated into the applicator structure, or of physically 
separated tuning elements. In terms of HF circuit theory 
(Kerns and Beaty 1967) thc surface-wavc launcher may 
he regarded as a ‘transducer’, i.e. as a device for trans- 
ferring power from a given mode in a waveguide to a 
given mode in another waveguide: We now discuss the 
plasma source equivalent circuit, starting with the gap 
impedance. 

3.42. Gap impedance. Figure 9 shows the most com- 
mon type of wave-launching aperture for sustaining a 
plasma column with a surface wave. This aperture con- 
sists of a cylindrical metallic tube, generally sur- 
rounding the discharge tube, and a thin metallic plate 
located perpendicularly to the tube axis and positioned 
at a few millimetres from it. The launcher establishes 
in the gap region a large electric field that excites the 
wave. With a proper design, most of the power leaving 
the gap is carried away by two oppositely directed 
surface waves, and this power is gradually used up 
along the discharge to sustain it. In addition, reactive 
energy is stored in the electromagnetic field at and in 
the vicinity of the gap, and a small amount of power 
is dissipated in the plasma located in the region of the 
gap. The corresponding equivalent circuit is shown in 
figure 10. Here, R,, and Rwz are the characteristic 
impedances of the plasma column as seen, respectively, 
by waves 1 and 2, that propagate in opposite directions 
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Figure 10. Electric field distribution in the gap region 
where a surface wave is launched in both directions zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA(a) 
and the corresponding equivalent circuit (b) representing 
the wave power transport (R,), the power dissipation 
(Re(&) and Re(Zp)) and energy storage (Cw, Im(Z,) and 
Im(Zp)) processes in the gap region. As usual, R e  and Im 
denote the real and imaginary parts of a complex number 
respectively. The resulting impedance Z, is called the gap 
impedance. 

away from the gap. These impedances are connected 
with the power carried away by the waves, while the 
capacities zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAC ,  take into account the energy storage 
associated with the wave launching. To account for the 
energy dissipation and the energy storage in the gap 
region itself, we use Z, for what happens within the 
plasma and zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAZ,  outside it. The resulting impedance 
Z, seen at the gap when a surface-wave discharge is 
sustained (in short, the gap impedance) is defined with 
respect to a reference plane chosen in the launcher 
structure. 

Since the power losses in the discharge tube walls 
and within the plasma in the gap region are negligible 
compared with the wave power flux, all the elements 
in the equivalent circuit of figure IO, besides R,, can 
be considered to be imaginary (Z, = jX,, Zo = jXD). 
If the conditions of wave launching in both directions 
from the gap are approximately the same, a somewhat 
simplified case results where R,, = R,, = R, and C,, = 
CWz = C,. The gap impedance, more easily expressed 
as an admittance zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAY,, is then given by 

I 
-= Y, = G, + jB, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
z, 

Figure 11. The wave-launcher as a two-port network 
inserted between the feed line of impedance Z, and the 
gap impedance Z, (a), its equivalent T circuit zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA(b), and the 
equivalent one-port termination Z, (c) representing the 
plasma-source impedance. 

with R = 2R,/(1 + w'T ; )  and X = X,, - 2R, axW/( l  + 
w't;), where G, and B, are the gap conductance and 
susceptance respectively, and T, = R,C,. 

Our representation of the wave launching process 
by a resistance and a capacitance is consistent with 
the equivalent circuit proposed by Barlow and Brown 
(1962) for the terrestrial radio surface-wave launchers. 

3.4.3. Wave launcher impedance. The wave launcher 
can be represented (figure I l (a)) as a two-port network 
inserted between the feed line of impedance Z ,  and 
the gap of impedance Zp. Figure l l (b)  shows one of 
the possible equivalent circuits for the launcher. This 
is the T-circuit impedance configuration. In the cus- 
tomary notation, Z,, is the input impedance of the 
network with an open output and ZZz is the cor- 
responding impedance in the inverse situation. Since 
we have neglected the energy loss within the launcher, 
the equivalent network is lossless and all impedances 
are imaginary: Z, ,  = jX,,, Z22 = jXZ2, Z,, = jX12. In 
figure I l (b )  the wave launcher is represented as an 
entity. If the field shaping structure and the impedance- 
matching network are separate units as in figure 8 ,  we 
obtain tandem (cascade) networks, that can readily be 
transformed into a single network. 

3.4.4. Impedance matching for minimum reflection or 
for maximum power transfer. The total input imped- 
ance ZL (figure l l(c)) is the load impedance presented 
to the feed line by the plasma source. To relate this 
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impedance to the efficiency of the power transfer, we 
turn to standard methods of transmission line analysis. 

The quantity that characterizes both the impedance 
mismatch of a transmission line and the wave reflection 
level within it zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAis the renection coefficient 

(27) 

The lower-case letters denote the impedances nor- 
malized with respect to zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAZ,,, which is a real quantity, 
and we have zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

z = zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAZ/Z, = zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAR/Z,, + jX/Z,, = r f jx. (28) 

The squared absolute value of the reflection coefficient 
is equal to the fraction of the incident wave power that 
is reflected at the launcher input 

lrL12 = pR/p,. (29) 

Considering that there are no losses within the launcher 
and no radiation into space, the overall efficiency of 
the launcher follows from equations (25) and (29): zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

7 = 1 - IrLI*. (30) 

We are now ready to discuss the conditions for 
impedance matching in the plasma source. A variable 
load impedance will absorb the maximum possible 
power from the generator when it is equal to the com- 

ator: this is conjugate impedance matching. On the 
other hand, there is no reflected wave in the feed line 
only when rL = 0. The latter condition calls for the 
termination of the feed line with an impedance equal 
to Zo: this is image impedance matching. Therefore, 
in general, one faces a dilemma: one can either max- 
imize the power delivered to the plasma or avoid the 
undesired effects associated with the presence of a 
reflected wave in the feed line, namely increased power 
loss along the feed line and possible unstable operation 
of the plasma source (Hubert eta/  1986). This dilemma 
is usually resolved in favour of the image impedance 
matching. since two factors tip the scale: the tuning for 
rL = 0 is easy to monitor and in most practical plasma 
sources, a circulator (whose input and output impe- 
dances are equal to Z(,) is inserted between the gen- 
erator and the launcher input mainly to avoid unstable 
operation. With this configuration, the generator is 
always terminated with Z,, and the impedance seen 
from the launcher input toward the generator also 
equals ZIP Then only the impedance matching on an 
image-impedance basis is possible, requiring tuning for 
minimum P,. The corresponding perfect match con- 
ditions at thc launchcr input are 

..In.. e..-: ,.-" I.. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA..f +hn -..t-..t :-..nAnnnn I-f +ha ~ P - P -  yc" C".,!US"LC "1 L U G  YuLy'Y. "1LpcuY"c" "L L l l C  5"."- 

R L  = Zi, X,=O 
or (31) 

rI. = 1 XI. = 0. 

To fulfil the above conditions, at least two of the 
reactances in the equivalent circuit of the plasma 
source must be variable. I n  practical terms, the source 
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has to he equipped with at least two independent tun- 
ing means. 

4. Efficient surface-wave launchers for plasma 
sources 

The wave launcher constitutes the core of any trav- 
elling-wave plasma source. The development of 
efficient, easy to make, and convenient to use wave 
launchers was a key factor for the progress in SWD 

research and applications, rendering them competitive 
with other HF plasma sources. 

4.1. A family of m = 0 mode surface-wave launchers 

Various devices, some of them quite ingenious, have 
been used for launching non-ionizing surface waves 
(for a review see Moisan er al(1982a)). These devices 
are, in general, of limited use as plasma sources 
because they are intended for low-power operation, 
and hence lack overall energy efficiency and power 
handling capability. This has led us, over the last sev- 
eral years, to develop various m = 0 surface-wave 
plasma sources that comply with thc rcquircmcnts for- 
mulated in section 3. This paper presents for the first 
time a unified discussion of these devices, which are 
shown in figure 12. Some of their design features, 
iogeihcr \.)iih !heir operaiing frequent., r2nge, 
listed in table 1. We distinguish between two kinds of 
launcher: the modular design in which the field-shaping 
and impedance-matching functions are performed by 
separate modules, and the integrated design where a 
single structnre performs all the launcher functions. 

In all these launchers, the field shaping function is 
achieved by a circular gap (figure 9) that provides an 
azimuthally symmetric field distribution similar to that 
of the m = 0 mode wave. The efficiency of the power 
transfer is obtained by different tuning means for each 
of these launchers. At the lowest frequencies, our 
matching networks consist of lumped elements in the 
form of coils 2nd capacitors~ With increasing 
frcqucncy. wc usc distributed reactancest, first in the 
form of coaxial elements and then as waveguide 
elements. 

The family, as a whole, ensures the efficient transfer 
of HF power from the generator to the plasma in comp- 
lementary frequency domains over a range extending 
from approximately 1 MHz to 10GHz. We have 
demonstrated the possibility of sustaining surface-wave 
plasmas at much lower frequencies, namely at 200 kHz 
(Ricard et a/ 1988), but so far at lower efficiencies. It 
is thus possible to choose an appropriate launcher at 
the frequency needed to match available HF generators 
or at that required to optimize the properties of the 
plasma produced (Moisan et U /  1991). 

1 AI  frcqucncies ai hundreds of MHr and higher. pure inducranor 
L or cap;icitance C usually cannot he realized in Ihc form of 
lumpcd C I C ~ C ~ I S  sincc their dimensions become comparahle tn thc 
wavelcngth 
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Figure 12. A family of zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAm = 0 mode surface-wave launchers: (a) The Ro-box field applicator to be used with an LC 
impedance-matching network, (b) the  Ro-box field applicator with a capacitive coupling to the feeder, to be used with a stub 
tuner, (c) the surfatron, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA( d )  the surfaguide field applicator, (e) the waveguide-surfatron, without the waveguide movable 
short-circuit. 

Table 1. Designation and distinguishing features of efficient surface wave launchers for plasma generation. 

Name 

~- 
Frequency range (Hz) 

16 1 06 107 10s 1 09 10'0 
Design HF feeder I I I 

~ _ _ _ _ _  
Ro-box (LC) ModulaP Coaxial I ---- -___ __-- 
Ro-box (stub) Modular Coaxial - 
Surfatron Integratedb Coaxial I::-- 
Waveguide-surfatron Integrated Waveguide - 
Surtaceguide ModulaP Waveguide - 
a A modular device is made from separated, interchangeable fieid shaping and impedance matching units - Frequency range corresponding to zero reflected power. 

An integrated device performs both field shaping and impedance matching functions. 

The power handling capability depends mainly on 
the design of the launcher. With the lumped element 
network or with the coaxial structures that have been 
tested to date, it amounts to approximately 1 kW in 
the RF range (S300MHz). With devices using coaxial 
cables, because dielectric losses increase with 
frequency, the power is limited to about 400 W at 
2450 MHz. The waveguide-based structures allow 
larger power levels: for example, we have operated an 
8 zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAGHz waveguide-surfatron at up to zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA5 kW. 

The members of the launcher family shown in figure 
12 have been described previously in scientific journals. 

We now review them, not in the order of their dev- 
elopment, but according to an increasing frequency of 
operation, a parameter that strongly reflects the design 
of the launcher. We thus start with the device that uses 
lumped LC elements, and then pass on to launchers 
supplied directly from a coaxial line, and, finally, to 
those based on a waveguide. 

4.2. The LC Ro-box 

The Ro-box field applicator used with an LC impedance 
matching network, called the LC Ro-box launcher 
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LAUNCHER zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA& 
INPUTPLANE j 

1 1 I 

j MATCHBOX j FIELD' 
j APPLICATOR 

POWER 
GENERATOR. 

FEED LINE 

Figure 13. Equivalent circuit of the plasma source using 
the LC Ro-box. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAZ, is the impedance seen at the launcher 
input. The field applicator is represented by the inductance zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
L, and the capacitance zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAC,. The latter is related to the 
energy stored in the electric field within the applicator when 
it is not loaded with plasma. 

(Moisan and Zakrzewski 1987, 1988, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA1989), operates 
in the lowest frequency domain (approximately 1- 
100 MHz) of all the sources listed in table 1. It consists 
of two separate units: the field applicator (or field shap- 
ing) module and a matchbox, an impedance matching 
network containing LC elements. 

The field applicator may be'considered as a coaxial 
line terminated at each end by a capacitive interstice 
Oi gap. .:he otiter an; inner coaxial nietailic cylinders 
constituting this line are respectively attached to the 
front and back plate of the applicator, as in figure 
12(a), forming a launching gap and a field arresting 
gap. The former opens on the wall of the discharge 
tube for the field coming out from thc Ro-box to pen- 
etrate into the plasma. The front plate of the Ro-box 
must be made as thin? as possible, so as not to obstruct 
the wave propagation. The other interstice, called the 
rear or field arresting gap, is required because the back 
plate and the outer metallic cylinder of the Ro-box 
must not be in contact in order to achieve a high inten- 
sity field at the launching gap$. However, if the open- 
ing madc for that purpose at the back of the Ro-box 
is large, the field coming out there will interfere with 
that from the surface wave excited at the launching gap 
and propagating towards the back of the launching gap. 
Thus, the width of this gap must be small enough, 
and located radially as far away as possible from the 
discharge tube, to reduce significantly the field leakage 
outside toward the discharge tube, but not too small 
to lead to HF arcing. 

The HF power is supplied to the field applicator via 
a matchbox. This two-port network is inserted between 
the applicator and the feed line. Figure 13 shows an 
equivalent circuit for the plasma source using a LC Ro- 
box. The field applicator is represented by a simple 

t This remark applies to all other launchers presented here: 
typical thickness 0 .24 .5  mm. 
$ AI  higher frequencies, such a high intensity field can be obtained 
even though there is no rear gap, provided that the length zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAof the 
inner coaxial line of the launcher is approximately ,2014. 
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Figure 14. Input impedance z b  = lZb( zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAe ic  of a Ro-box field 
applicator, without a plasma column within the gap, against 
frequency. The inset shows the approximate dimensions of 
the applicator tested. 

Figure 15. Equivalent circuit of one possible matchbox 
configuration for an LC Ro-box plasma source. 

network composed of an inductance L,, related mainly 
to the existence of the connecting wire within the 
coaxial structure, and a capacitance C,, which is con- 
nected to the energy stored in the electric field within 
the structure, when it is not loaded with the plasma. 
To test the validity of this representation for the 
present field applicator, we measured the total complex 
impedance Z, exp( jg) at the input of such an unloaded 
field applicator as a function of frequency. A typical 
result is shown in figure 14. The impedance 

Zb = j[wL, - (wC,)-'] (32) 

obtained from the equivalent circuit representation, 
where L, and Cb are determined from the best fit to 
the measured data, agrees well with the experimental 
data. 

An efficient matchbox can be made using, for 
example, the simple network shown in figure. 15 
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Figure 16. Obselved frequency characteristics for an LC 
Ro-box plasma source employing the matchbox of figure 
15 and the field applicator of figure 14, under fixed 
discharge conditions and for constant incident HF power to 
the launcher. The value of zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAX, (figure 15) is set through C, 
and then remains fixed for a given curve, while the value of 
X, is adjusted at each frequency for minimum reflected 
power. 

(Moisan and Zakrzewski 1987). For that circuit, the 
matching conditions are 

l/xl = bi  ? (g, - (33) 

(34) x2 = zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAz (l/g, - l)@ 

where x,  = X, /Zo  and x2 = X,/Zo are the normalized 
reactances of each tuning element, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAZo/Z, = g, + jb, 
is the normalized input admittance of the gap when 
sustaining a discharge, and b; = b, + jwC,, assuming 
that the influence of zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAL ,  is negligible at low frequencies. 
Numerous other forms of matching network are poss- 
ible. For example, one may find that using the circuit 
of figure 15, but with interchanged input and output 
ports, facilitates matching. 

To illustrate the tuning process, we measured the 
power reflected at the input of the launcher as a func- 
tion of the wave frequency, as shown in figure 16. The 
two curves were obtained under the same discharge 
conditions and for a constant level of incident HF power 
to the launcher. Each curve corresponds to a fixed 
value of X ,  in figure 15, while the value of X ,  at each 
frequency is adjusted for minimum reflected power. 
We observe that: (1) for a given value of X , ,  there 
exists one frequency at which the system can be per- 
fectly matched; (2) the lower the frequency of opera- 
tion, i.e. the frequency at which one wants to obtain 
zero reflected power, the sharper is the tuning process. 

The frequency range for efficient operation of this 
source extends from approximately I MHz, the lowest 
value of our present family of surface-wave plasma 
sources, up to over 100MHz. The maximum input 
power to the applicator depends mainly on the quality 
of the coaxial cables and connectors. As for the LC 

matchbox, it can be made to withstand large power 
levels but at the cost of large dimensions. The practical 
power handling capability of the LC Ro box is of the 

order of 1 kW. This limit could be raised to many 
kilowatts and the matchbox kept to an acceptable size 
by using vacuum sealed capacitors and water-cooled 
coils. 

The compactness of the field applicator, even at the 
lowest frequency of operation, and the versatility that 
results from the modular design are important features 
of this launcher. For example, this compact applicator 
could be situated over a plasma vessel, even if it is 
inaccessible during operation, and connected by cable 
to a remote matchbox. Also, a given field applicator 
module can be used with various matchboxes and vice 
versa. 

4.3. The stub Ro-box 

This wave launcher uses the same field applicator as 
that of the LC Ro-box, but its power feed and imped- 
ance matching are different. The HF power is supplied 
to the launcher via a coaxial feed line through a capaci- 
tive coupler (figure 12(b)). This impedance tuning 
element is constructed from a section of semi-rigid 
cable that penetrates radially into the field applicator 
module. The extremity of the cable extending outside 
the Ro-box is terminated by a standard coaxial line 
connector. The outer conductor at the extremity of the 
cable within the structure is removed over 5 to 10 mm 
and a thin metal plate, typically 10" X lOmm, 
attached transversely at the end of the inner conductor. 
This assembly is moveable in the radial direction with 
no possibility of rotation, and its electrical connection 
with the structure wall is assured by flexible finger-type 
contacts. This coupler provides a variable capacitance 
C, and an inductance L, between the inner tube of the 
field applicator and the feed line. 

The second tuning adjustment is a standard coaxial 
stub, i.e. a variable length 1, of coaxial line terminated 
by a short-circuit. This stub is connected to the second 
port of the Ro-box applicator, as in figure 12(b), and 
is the origin of the name stub Ro-box given to this 
launcher (Moisan and Zakrzewski 1987, 1988, 1989). 
The capacitive coupler and the variable-length stub 
provide adequate tuning to optimize the power transfer 
to the plasma, as we shall now see. 

Figure 17 shows the equivalent circuit of the plasma 
source using a stub Ro-box. In this and in the following 
equivalent circuits the distributed elements are shown 
as hold lines. The input impedance of the launcher 
normalized with respect to Zo is 

-=-+-= Z L L &  j& g2 
Zo Zo Zo S: + ( b 2 - b i l 2  

where 

b ,  = Z,[wL, + Z,, tan(2nl , /~ l~)]- i  

~2 = g, = ZoG, 

b2 = Z,(oCh + B,). zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
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Figure 17. Equivalent circuit of the plasma source using 
the stub RO box. Bold lines represent distributed elements. 

Here zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAZ,, is the characteristic impedance of the stub 
coaxial line and zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAG, + zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAjBg = Z;' is the gap admittance 
(section 3.4.2). As shown in figure 17, y I  = 

ZoY, -jb, and y ,  = ZoYz =g, + jb, are normalized 
admittances seen in each direction from the reference 
.;.!axe whlch cGincides with the conp!er axis. The admit- 
tance Y ,  is imaginary for a lossless structure. 

Applying the general impedance-matching con- 
ditions of equation (31) for the resistance and the reac- 
tance at the launcher input to the case of a stub Ro- 
box plasma source one obtains 

(bz - bi)' = g2 - g: (36) 

and 

Under given discharge conditions and for a given field 
app!icator the only two parameters affected by the 
tuning are C, and b , .  The value of C,, which affccts 
only the imaginary part of zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAZ,, varies with the radial 
position of the coupler while b ,  depends on the stub 
length I,. 

As can readily be seen from the last two equations, 
it is only when g 2  < 1, i.e. G, < Z,,, that the matching 
conditions (36) and (37) can be met for full power 
transfer to the plasma. Figure 18 shows the tuning 
Characteristic? of the stub Ro-box at two operating 
frequencies. 

Compactness and versatility are strong features of 
the stub Ro-box and the tuning is, in most instances, 

t Henceforth, we shall refer to the tuning characteristic as the 
dependence of P,JP, on the axial length of thc adjustable short- 
circuit, with the other tuning element of the launcher set for 
minimum reflection. 
i. Stub Ro-bares with discharge tube diameters smaller than 
10" have been operated at 2.45 GHz, but it seems that losses in 
the stub are larger than with a surfatron 
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Figure 18. Observed tuning characteristics of a stub RO 
box operated at two frequencies. the other discharge 
conditions being fixed. The stub length is measured from 
its connecting port on the RO box. The field applicator is 
the same as in figure 14 (inset). 

a simpler procedure than with the LC Ro-box. In prac- 
tice, the frequency range over which a perfect match 
can he achieved is approximately 15&1000 MHz$. The 
power handling capability is mainly determined by the 
quality of the cables and connectors, as well as by the 
tuning stub design. 

4.4. The surfatron 

Historically, the surfatron (Moisan et R I  1974, 1975, 
1976, 1977) was the first surface-wave launcher of the 
present family to be developed. Also, it is the one that 
has found the widest recognition and use as a source 
of long plasma columns for physical studies, plasma 
chemistry, plasma processing, and laser engineering. 
In fact, the term 'surfatron plasma' is used by some 
authors to designate surface-wave sustained plasmas. 

The surfatron, shown in figure 12(c), is an inte- 
grated wave launcher that performs both field shaping 
and impedance matching. The field shaping is provided 

stub used in the stub Ro-box launcher is now part of 
the surfatron body: the coaxial structure extending to 
the back of the surfatron, past the coupler's plane, is 
a coaxial line terminated by a short-circuit. This short 
circuit is movable for broadband operation. 

Figure 19 shows the equivalent circuit of the surfa- 
tron. Notice that it is the same as that of the stub Ro- 
box, except for two minor changes: in the case of the 
surfatron Lb = 0 and we added a transmission line of 
characteristic impedance Z,, and length 1,. However, 
the input impedance and the impedance-matching con- 
ditions are the same as in equations (35)  to (37), the 
quantities b ,  and Y ,  being defined slightly differently: 
since Lb = 0, the corresponding term in bl vanishes; 
the value of Y ,  is now the gap admittance as seen in 
the reference plane, i.e. once it has been transformed 
along the transmission line of characteristic impedance 
Z,, and length 1,. The influence of this short-line 

by the jallle ciicu;ai- gap as in a RO-bOX, The exieina; 
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Figure 19. Equivalent circuit of the surfatron plasma 
source. 
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Figure 20. Measured and calculated tuning characteristics 
of the surfatron. The theoretical curve is obtained from the 
equivalent circuit where the values of g2 and b2 have been 
calculated from the two I, positions where there is zero 
reflected power (Moisan zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAef a/ 1979a, b). The insert shows 
the approximate dimensions of the launcher parts. 

impedance transformation increases with increasing 
frequency and it may he instrumental in determining 
the upper frequency of operation of the surfatron 
(Moisan ef zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAal 1979a). 

The tuning procedure of the surfatron, in principle, 
is the same as for the stub Ro-box since the difference 
between these two launchers is only structural, as 
already mentioned. In what follows, we discuss the 
tuning characteristic of the surfatron in more detail. 
Figure 20 shows such a typical tuning characteristic. 

The values of PR/PI calculated from the above for- 
mulae are compared with the measured values. The 
calculated curves were fitted to the experimental results 
at the two I ,  positions corresponding to zero reflected 
power. In this procedure, we implicitly assume that 
the plasma column parameters do not vary during the 
tuning process. This is not necessarily the case since 
these curves have been obtained not at a constant 
absorbed power, hut at a fixed incident HF power. 
Experimentally, the procedure is found to he satis- 
factory, provided that the reflected power at the 
launcher input remains less than approximately 30%. 
Under these operating conditions, and with the surfa- 
tron’s coupler always tuned for the minimum reflected 
power, g, and b, are found to be constant and the 
power transfer into the plasma thus depends only on 
the plunger position, as can be seen from the good 
agreement between the calculated and the measured 
values in figure 20. For more details on the modelling 
of the surfatron and its experimental verification, as 
well as for operating data, see Moisan zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAet a1 (1979a). 

There is no lower limit to the working frequency of 
a surfatron coming from its principle of operation. It 
rather results from practical considerations, namely the 
size and the weight of the structure, that make it cum- 
bersome at lower frequencies. For example, the total 
length ( I ,  + l z )  of a surfatron working at 100MHz 
exceeds 50cm, this length reaching approximately 4 
to 5 m  at 13.56MHz. The upper frequency limit of 
operation depends on the design of the gapcoupler 
part of the surfatron (Moisan et a1 1979a) and decreases 
with increasing plasma tube radius. The tuning become 
difficult because of the appearance of higher order 
coaxial line modes within the structure and of the exci- 
tation of surface waves in m 2 1 modes (Margot- 
Chaker et al 1989). With tubes of diameters smaller 
than approximately 10 mm, surfatrons can be tuned 
for zero reflected power up to 2.5GHz. In practice, 
2.45GHz seems to be the maximum frequency for 
efficient operation of the surfatron. 

The power handling capability of a surfatron is lim- 
ited by the fact that the HF energy is delivered via a 
capacitive coupler made from a coaxial feed line. The 
maximum input power is determined mainly by the 
quality of the cable and connector, and decreases with 
increasing frequency (Hubert et al 1986). From our 
experience, 500 W cw is really an upper limit for the 
power of a surfatron at 2450MHz. 

4.5. The surfaguide 

The limitations in the power handling capability of 
the surfatron may be overcome and the frequency of 
operation of the wave launchers increased, by turning 
to waveguide-based structures. One such device, 
termed a surfaguide, has been proposed by Moisan er 
al(l976, 1977, 1984) and described in detail in the last 
of these papers. 

The surfaguide is by far the simplest of the surface- 
wave launchers reviewed here. It consists of two parts: 
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Figure 21. A rectangular waveguide with circular holes 
through the wide walls provides a launching gap where the 
electric field closely resembles that of figure 9. The 
waveguide height is much smaller than the surface-wave 
wavelength. 

(1) a field applicator, as in figure 12(d), which is a 
section of rectangular waveguide of reduced height, 
tapered symmetrically with respect to the launching 
aperture; (2) an adjustable waveguide short-circuit 
(movable plunger) located at one end of the applicator 
waveguide line. At the opposite end, the microwave 
power is supplied to the launcher directly from the feed 
guide. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAIn practice, it is most suitable to base the design 
of such a launcher on a standard rectangular 
waveguide, chosen according to the frequency of 
operation. This permits the use of standard waveguide 
components for the feed guide, the adjustable short- 
circuit, and the power monitoring. 

12(d), a circular hole is pierced through both sides of 
the wide wall of a lowered-height? waveguide. Figure 
21 shows, in a plane parallel to the waveguide small 
width walls and containing the discharge tube, the 
approximate electric field orientation of the fun- 
damental TElo mode inside the waveguide, and the 
field imposed on the discharge in the wave-excitation 
region. The latter field orientation is essentially the 
same as the one within the launching gap of the coaxial 
field applicators already discussed. As for the azi- 
muthal uniformity of the electric field strength recall 
that, in the transverse cross section of a rectangular 
waveguide, the electric field of the fundamental TElo 
mode is uniform in the  direction parallel to the narrow 
walls, but increases as a cosine function from the wall 
to the axis in the direction parallel to the wide wall. 
Thus, to maintain an approximately uniform field over 
the aperture requires a small ratio of the aperture dia- 
meter to the guide width. A practical limit is reached 
when the diameter of the aperture exceeds one quarter 
of the guide width. This means, for example, that at 
2.45 GHz (the frequency most commonly used for sus- 
taining microwave induced plasmas) one can use tubes 

To form the waxje-!aEn&ng inrrtiirp of figcr. . zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA-I------- 

t The small waveguide height provides a gap width that is much 
smallcr than the wavelength of thc wave to he launched. In order 
to minimize perturbations to the surface-wave field, the diameter 
of the discharge tube holes through the wweguide is typically l.2- 
2 times the outside diameter of thc plasma, tube, and the wide 
walls are thinned down to 0.50.5 mm around the aperture holes 
over a radius that is approximately five times that o f  the tube (see 
Moisan zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAPI 01 (1984) for more detail). The tapered transitions on 
both sides of the aperture ensure a smooth impedance 
transformation lo the standard waveguide part of the applicator. 
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Figure 22. Equivalent circuit of the surfaguide plasma 
source. 

up to 25 mm in diameter if the applicators are based 
on the WR-430 standard rectangular waveguide (width 
109 mm). 

Figure 22 shows an equivalent circuit of the plasma 
source using a surfaguide. We have represented the 
energy storage and the power flow processes related to 
the wave launching by a single impedance zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAZ, shunting 
the waveguide at the plane of reference which goes 
through the gap axis. The impedance associated with 
the plunger is referred to the same plane. Here, the 
input impedance Z ,  of the source is the impedance at 
some chosen input piaiie along the full waveguide. lt 
results from a smooth transformation through the tap- 
ered transition of the impedance seen at the reference 
plane. 

Because of the form of the equivalent circuit, it is 
convenient to discuss the tuning process in terms of the 
input admittance Y, = Z,', which may he written in a 
normalized form 

yL = zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAZo/Z, = g, + jb, = g, + j(b, - x ; ' )  (38) 

where yp = Zo/Z, = g, + jb is the normalized gap 
admittance andx, = tan(2nl]hg) is the normalized reac- 
tance of the movable waveguide plunger. This plunger 
operates at the fundamental mode wavelength and 
is terminated by a movable reflecting plane located at 
a distance I ,  from the reference plane. From equations 
(27) and (29) one obtains 

(39) 

The surfaguide has only one readily adjustable com- 
ponent. This means that zero reflected power cannot 
be achieved under broad operational conditions. 
Although a minimum for PR/P,  (corresponding to b, = 
0) can always be reached by properly setting the mov- 
able plunger, the value of g, = g, is fixed, for given 
launcher and discharge conditions. Nevertheless, as a 
rule, efficient coupling, say, less than 10% reflected 
power, can be achieved by optimizing the height of the 
waveguide in the aperture section, according to the 
recommendations given by Moisan er al (1984). 
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Figure 23. Measured and calculated tuning characteristic 
of a surfaguide plasma source at 2.45 GHz based on a 
WR-284 waveguide whose fundamental mode wavelength 
is zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAAg. The arrow shows the plunger position where the 
calculated curve was fitted. 

Figure 23 shows a comparison between measured 
and calculated tuning characteristics. The results 
derived from the simple equivalent circuit presented 
above are in good agreement with the measured values, 
except in the region of large reflected power. This 
discrepancy comes from the influence of the tuning 
process on the absorbed power, as already mentioned 
when discussing the tuning characteristics of the sur- 
fatron. 

With the simple launcher just described, one can 
obtain satisfactory power transfer to the plasma over 
a relatively wide range of gas pressure and microwave 
power. The lower frequency limit of the surfaguide, 
using standard waveguides and authorized frequencies 
for industrial, scientific and medical purposes, is 
915 MHz. The upper limit is approximately 10 GHz 
because of the small waveguide dimensions compared 
with the discharge tube diameters. The power handling 
capability of such a plasma source is, in practice, deter- 
mined only by the discharge tube resistance to heating 
and thermal shocks. 

4.6. The waveguide-surfatron 

The waveguide-surfatron is a surface-wave launcher 
consisting of both waveguide and coaxial line elements 
as shown in figure 12(e). The microwave power is sup- 
plied by the generator to a rectangular waveguide 
section, terminated, past the launching aperture, by a 
waveguide with a movable short circuit. An air insu- 
lated coaxial line section is attached perpendicularly to 
the wide wall of the waveguide, and its inner conductor 
extends into the waveguide, as a sleeve around the 

COAXIAL SECTION 

~ REFERENCE PLANE 

Figure 24. The launching interstice or gap in a waveguide- 
surlatron and the approximate distribution of the electric 
field in Ihe region adjacent lo the reference plane. 

discharge tube, forming a circular launching gap in the 
immediate vicinity of the opposite wall (figure 24). The 
other end of this coaxial line is terminated by a coaxial 
movable short circuit. In contrast to the surfaguide 
it is the gap width not the aperture diameter which 
determines the field emergence from the waveguide. 
This permits the excitation of surface waves over dis- 
charge tube diameters that approach the guide width. 

The waveguide-surfatron features the excellent 
tuning capabilities of the surfatron and additionally has 
the high-power handling capability of the surfaguide. 
Its practical frequency range is the same as for a sur- 
faguide, but it can achieve efficient power transfer to 
plasma over a wider range of discharge conditions. 
However, it is mechanically more sophisticated than 
either the surfatron or the surfaguide, and thus more 

The design of the waveguide-surfatron was first 
disclosed by Chaker zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAet al (1982); its theoretical model 
was proposed and verified experimentally by Moisan 
et al (1987). When the outer diameter of the coaxial 
section is small compared with the width of the wave- 
guide, the model is simple: all the impedances in the 
equivalent circuit are related to a single reference plane 
coincident with the axis of the coaxial section. This 
reference plane is shown in figure 24, together with a 
sketch of the electric field distribution in the region 
adjacent to it. Figure 25 shows the corresponding 
equivalent circuit. The two distributed elements (bold 
lines) represent the coaxial and the waveguide adjust- 
able short circuits. The gap impedance when sustaining 
a plasma is Z,; Z,  accounts for the metal sleeve across 
the waveguide. 

The input impedance Z,  of the waveguide-sur- 
fatron is the impedance seen in the reference plane, or 
in any plane towards the generator, provided that it is 
located at a distance k,X,/2 from the reference plane, 
where k is an integer and zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAA, is the wavelength in the zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
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Figure 25. Equivalent circuit of the plasma source using 
the waveguide-suriatron. The characteristic impedances of 
the waveguide and coaxial lines are zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAZ, and Z, 
respectively. The waveguide and coaxial plunger axial 
positions are /t and /, respectively. 

guide. The corresponding normalized admittance can 
be written as zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
witii 

x, = zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAz tan(2nIC/A,,) x,  = tan(2nlt/A,) 

where I, and I, are the coaxial and waveguide plunger 
distances respectively, with respect to the reference 
plane. In our usual notation 

zg = Z,/Z, = rg + jx, 2, = Zs/ZO = jx, 

and z = Zm/Zc. Here, zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAr = r,  and x = x ,  + x,. 
Observe that equation (40) and the corresponding 

equation for the stub Ro-box (equation (35)) and the 
surfatron are exact counterparts, with the impedance 
terms replaced by admittance terms, thus leading to 
thc samc tuning charactcristics. In a waveguide-sur- 
fatron, the waveguide plunger corresponds to the 
tuning function of the surfatron's capacitive coupler, 
while the coaxial plunger plays the same role as that 
in a surfatron. Because of this similarity with the earlier 
surfatron, the present device bears the name wave- 
guide-surfatron. 

Figure 26 compares the measured and calculated 
tuning characteristics of a waveguide-surfatron having 
an outer diameter of coaxial section that is small com- 
pared with the width of the waveguide. The exper- 
imental data were obtained at 2.45GHz, using a 
launcher based on a standard WR-430 rectangular 
waveguide, having a wide wall inside width 109.2 mm 
and a coaxial section with an outer conductor of 
25.4 mm inner diameter (ID) and an inner conductor 
of 16 mm outer diameter (OD). The waveguide plunger 
is tuned for minimum reflected power at each position 
of the coaxial plunger. The full curve is a fit of the 
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Figure 26. Measured and calculated tuning characteristic 
of the waveguide-surfatron at 2.45 GHz when the outer 
diameter of the coaxial section is small compared with the 
width of the waveguide. Here, in contrast to figures 20 and 
23, the absorbed power PA, and not the incident power PI, 
is kept constant. See the text for the launcher dimensions 
(from Moisan et a/ 1987). 

theoretical tuning characteristics to the experimental 

and (40) where the values of r and of x are determined 
from the two plunger positions at which there is zero 
reflected power in the measured tuning characteristic 
(for details see Moisan etaI(1987)). Note the excellent 
agreement over a very large reflected power range, up 
to 80% of the incident power. The reason for such 
good results is that the incident power in the feed 
guide, for each coaxial plunger position, was adjusted 
to keep the amount of power delivered to the plasma 
P A  = (PI - P n )  constant. When instead PI is held con- 
stant, there are discrepancies in the tuning charac- 
teristic at large reflected powers, as pointed out in 
connection with figure 20 for the surfatron and figure 
23 for the surfaguide. 

The simple model for the waveguide-surfatron does 
not apply to launchers with a coaxial section designed 
to receive plasma tubes that are not small compared 
with the waveguide width. Nevertheless, it is important 
to be able to sustain plasma columns with diameters 
that are as large as possible at microwave frequencies. 
Thus some corresponding measured tuning charac- 
teristics are shown in figure 27, for a launcher based 
on the WR-430 waveguide with a coaxial section of 
outer conductor 89.4mm ID and inner conductor 
55.8 mm OD, and having an aperture that can accom- 
modate tubes? of up to 52 mm OD. Note that the gen- 
eral shape of the tuning characteristic of the model is 
retrieved even in this case. With this tube diameter, 
depending on the position of the coaxial plunger, the 

t Discharges in tubes of more than 80mm OD have been sustained 
using the same waveguide section. 

resu!ts. This ti!!f.d c.l!rve is p!otted using eqlJr.!ions (39) 
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Figure 27. Measured tuning characteristic of a waveguide- 
surfatron having a large-diameter aperture, i.e. when the 
outer diameter of the coaxial section is not small compared 
with the width of the waveguide. The arrow indicates the 
plunger position where the surface wave changes from a 
pure m = 1 mode (left of the arrow) lo an m = 0 mode. The 
latter is ill-defined in the present case because frequency 
times radius is relatively large. 
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Figure 28. The essential parts of a typical SWD plasma 
source. 

plasma column can he sustained either in an axially 
symmetric (m = 0) or in a dipolar (m = 1) mode wave. 
This subject is discussed by Moisan et a/ (1987) and in 
more detail by Margot-Chaker zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAet a/ (1987, 1989). 

5. Surface-wave plasma source set-ups 

Figure 28 shows schematically the essential parts of a 
SWD plasma source. As a rule, however, an efficient 
and stable set-up also requires the elements shown in 
figure 29. These are the directional line and the power 
meter, which are needed to measure the power 
delivered to the launcher, and some auxiliary elements 
inserted between the generator and the launcher to 
improve the coupling efficiency and the stability of the 
plasma source. These elements are not a l l  necessary in 
a given set-up hut, i f  they are used, they must he 
connected in the order shown in figure 29. Also, they 
must be inserted into the feed line as close to the 
launcher input as possible so as to minimize power 
losses. This requirement becomes particularly impor- 
tant at microwave frequencies. 

~ CIRCULATOR DIRECTIONAL TUNER 
COUPLERS zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA

do- 
T T  

~ TOMATCHED TO POWER 
LOAD METER 

&FEED 
LINE 

WAVE 
LAUNCHER- 

Figure 29. Set of auxiliary elements for an HF plasma 
source. The insertion sequence of the elements must be 
ObSeNed. 

WAVE 
LAUNCHER 
n 

a/ 

TUBE 

WAVE 
LAUNCHER TUBE 

WAVE 
LAUNCHER 

Figure 30. Examples of plasma vessels used in surface- 
wave plasma sources: cylindrical tube (a), symmetric T 
tube (b), tapered tube (c) and reaction chamber for use 
with an afterglow plasma (d). 

All the above mentioned components that con- 
stitute the surface-wave plasma source, besides the 
launcher, are typical elements of microwave networks, 
For details on the related hardware and procedures see 
Hubert etal(l986). Other aspects of power feeding and 
measurement, in particular for microwave discharges, 
have been discussed by Jutte and Agterdenhos (1979), 
Outred (1980) and Outred and Hammond (1980). 
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We now discuss the discharge vessel since, as far zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAas 
the discharge vessel shape is concerned, the use of 
surface waves to generate plasmas provides more 
flexibility than any other type of discharge. One reason 
is that the wave can be guided along the interface 
between the plasma and the surrounding medium. 
Another reason is that the volume of the discharge is 
easily controlled: it may be increased by simply raising 
the power delivered to the launcher. 

To obtain a surface-wave sustained plasma, part of 
the plasma vessel must go into the launcher aperture?. 
The tube walls must be made of a low-loss dielectric 
(e.g. fused silica, glass, ceramic) to minimize the 
energy loss and the resulting overheating of the wall 
material. Nevertheless, some unavoidable wall heating 
results from energy transfer from the plasma particles 
and from radiation. This loss is particularly noticeable 
within the field applicator, where the metallic sleeve 
reduces the heat transport from the tube to the 
environment. Fortunately, for all ihe surface-wave 
launchers described in section zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA4, the launching gap 
opening can he used for directing compressed air onto 
the discharge tube. 

The detailed design of the plasma vessel depends, 
of course, on its destination. Figure 30 shows some 
vessel configurations that are suitable for surface-wave 
discharges. The simplest and most commonly used one 
is the straight cylindrical tube shown in figure zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA30(a). 
Since we are dealing with guided waves, bending the 
tube does not prevent the generation of plasma 
(Moisan el  a1 1975). Howcvcr, abrupt changes in tube 
shape or size cause some wave reflection and radiation 
into the surrounding space. The T-shaped vessel of 
figure 30(b), with the wave launcher located at  the base 
of thc T, can be used to sustain a plasma column that 
is symmetrical with respect to the junction. The length 
of this plasma can then be increased without disturbing 
the symmetry by simply raising the input power (Mou- 
toulas el a1 1985). 

To operate large-diameter surface-wave discharges 
at high frequencies, a modified set-up shown sche- 
matically in figure 30(c) is recommended (Moisan and 
Zakrzewski 1985, 1989, 1990). The diameter of the 
usable section of the tube can be large relative to the 
wavelength and to the launcher dimensions, provided 
that it is tapered down at one end to a size that can be 
accommodated by the launcher. This design bypasses 
two limitations in the launching of surface waves in the zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
m = 0 mode at high frequencies. One concerns the 
restriction on the launcher's aperture diameter which, 
for efficient operation, generally should not exceed a 
given fraction of the free space wavelength. The other 
limitation concerns the selective excitation of the m = 

0 mode wave and was mentioned in section 3.2.2. In 
figure 30(c), the excited wave reaches the large-dia- 
meter section of the tube via the conical transition. The 
length of the transition is the result of a compromise: if 

t One could also use a dielectric link. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAe.g. a Teflon tube, between 
the discharge tube and the wave launcher. 
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the length is too small, the reflected wave power is 
excessive, and if the length is too large, there is too 
much power lost outside the usable section, 

Figure 30(d) shows a plasma vessel of particular 
interest for set-ups in which the afterglow plasma is 
used in chemical reactions or surface processing. The 
active particles are generated within the discharge part 
of the vessel and from there they flow into the reaction 
chamber. Note that by increasing the HF input power 
to the launcher, the length of the plasma column 
increases and so does the residence time of particles 
through the discharge zone. 

6. Conclusion 

Surface-wave sustained discharges have allowed the 
expansion of the range of operating conditions and of 
plasma parameters available with other RF and micro- 
wave-induced discharges. For example, these new dis- 
charges offer the possibility of obtaining overdense 
plasmas in large discharge vessels or reaction chambers 
of shapes and dimensions that are not limited by the 
necessity of placing them inside RF or microwave 
circuits. Also, thanks to the characteristics of the sur- 
face wave sustaining the discharges (e.g. monomode 
wave propagation, weak dependence of the wave 
impedance on piasma parameters), the plasmas are 
reproducible, convenient to use, and quiescent. The 
broad range of wave frequencies and gas pressures over 
which these plasmas can be sustained proves to he 
advantageous in various applications as well as for a 
better understanding of ~ t .  and microwave discharge 
mechanisms in general. 

The practical interest of these surface-wave dis- 
charges relies strongly on efficient and flexible wave 
launchers. In fact, the development of suitable wave 
launchers has been the main challenge of surface-wave 
plasma generation. The other parts of the plasma 
source are of a more or less conventional nature,and 
may be dealt with by well estabiisned methods and 
procedures of RF and microwave engineering. It is 
because of this challenge that we have concentrated 
part of our research effort on that subject. This work 
has resulted in the development of the family of sur- 
face-wave plasma sources that we have reviewed in this 
paper. 
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